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CONTENTS 
 
This Report on the National Multicultural Festival Review 2017 reviews the Festival across 
the following areas:  

• Volunteers 
• Footprint 
• Governance  
• Contracts 
• Sponsorship 
• Stalls 
• Entertainment 
• Command Centre and Operations 
• Insurance and Risk 
• Children’s and Seniors Sanctuaries 
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METHODOLOGY 
 

This report was written in response to a request from the CSD Executive to obtain a better 
view of the operational aspects and outcomes of the 2017National Multicultural Festival (the 
Festival) and to highlight areas for improvement in the management of the next Festival.  

 This report was prepared with input from a number of sources. The first is a number of 
‘debrief sessions’ conducted by the Office of Multicultural Affairs following the 2017 National 
Multicultural Festival. These sessions took place with key groups including: festival 
contractors; Community Participation Group (CSD) staff who managed the festival in 2017; 
ACT Government representatives (including ACT Police Operations). These cross 
government relationships are essential to delivering a quality event.  

The sessions were structured loosely around feedback on three questions: What worked 
well? What would you do differently? What could be improved (for next time)? These 
sessions have been formerly written up and feedback is referenced throughout this report.  

Secondly, this report draws on the Results of the 2017 National Multicultural Festival Survey 
and the Review (of Volunteer Management). These reports, prepared by Volunteering and 
Contact ACT, were conducted to gauge satisfaction levels of the 2017 Festival participants 
and comprise four separate surveys: a spectator survey; community telephone survey; 
stallholder survey and volunteer survey.  

Thirdly, the report draws on other feedback provided by a range of stakeholders involved in 
the Festival, some of whom provided their feedback by emailing the Office of Multicultural 
Affairs.  

Finally, the small team who put together the 2017 Festival were a mixture of experienced and 
new players. This team had first-hand experience in successfully planning and conducting 
the festival. There were many learnings from these staff in the Office of Multicultural Affairs 
and clear insights into how to improve planning and operations in future years.  

 

“Overall I believe it all went really well and congratulations should be given to the CPG 
staff.  In particular having an Admin Officer in the Command Centre with access to the 
CPG folders was great and was utilised often throughout the Friday pm/evening and 
Saturday pm/night.”       (A CSD Senior Manager Volunteer) 
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OVERVIEW OF 2017 FESTIVAL  
 

In 2017 the Festival was attended by 193,025 people over three days. This amounts to 
177,120 attendees. This figure is lower than previous years and was possibly due to the 
rainfall on Saturday afternoon that may have negatively affected attendances on that day. 
Saturday continue to be the most popular day for people to attend. Residents made up 92% 
of attendees. (Ref. 1) 

The commissioned telephone survey found that the number of youth (aged 15-24) attending 
the Festival grew from 23.3% to 28% and that there was an almost even gender split of 
festival attendees. 53% of participants identified as belonging to a multicultural background 
and 2% identified as belonging to an Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander background.  

There are high levels of satisfaction with the Festival with 80% of attendees saying they 
would attend the Festival again and 95% of attendees saying they would recommend the 
Festival to a friend.  

 

VOLUNTEERS 
 

In 2017 the Community Participation Group (CPG) outsourced the volunteer management 
component of the National Multicultural Festival (the Festival) to Volunteering and Contact 
ACT (VCA). This report details VCA’s feedback on the engagement, and provides 
suggestions for continuous improvement.  

The 2017 Festival was the first large-scale event where VCA has assumed full responsibility 
for the volunteer management component. Further, with the departure of the former Director 
of CPG in November 2016, VCA acknowledges that the 2017 Festival was a new experience 
for many CPG and Community Services Directorate (CSD) staff. (Ref. 3) 

 

“Holistically the volunteer management component of the 2017 National Multicultural 
Festival was hugely successful. The working relationship between CPG and VCA was 
extremely positive and productive, and volunteers were very satisfied overall with their 
experience.” (Ref. 3) 

 

The VCA Report identifies issues with the arrangement that occurred between CSD and VCA 
for the 2017 Festival and recommends that in future MOUs cover the complete scope of 
services to be provided, including what is out of scope. VCA management reportedly 
struggled with volunteers who registered and received orientation, not showing up on the 
day. (Ref. 14) 

There were a number of specific suggestions in stakeholder feedback which could be 
incorporated into the program for next year. These included: volunteer rosters need to 
include a handover period; sign-in and sign-out sheets and roster needs to be reviewed; 
partnerships with the food stalls to provide food for the volunteers; briefings should be done 
for all volunteers prior to their shifts commencing; volunteer aids should be ready in advance 
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before every shift; there is a need for a contingency plan in case volunteers fail to show up 
for their shift. 

The VCA also made recommendations based on their survey of volunteers:  

• provide volunteers with a voucher to eat from the footprint;  
• supplement electronic rostering with follow up communications to ensure volunteers 

are aware of their shifts and can undertake them;  
• provide requisite information to MCs and Stage Managers in advance; and 
• provide entertainment contact lists to Stage Managers. 

 
The VCA estimate the services in-kind for the 2017 Festival came to a total cost to the 
organisation of $31,882.19.  VCA’s report recommends CPG budget for the cost of volunteer 
management. 

Consideration should be given as to whether outsourcing of volunteering is the most effective 
way of delivering for the festival. An alternative may be the use of a short term contractor 
working in CPG alongside the Festival Planning Team to recruit, train, orient and roster 
volunteers.  

 

Thank you very much for providing me a volunteering opportunity to work at the National 
Multicultural Festival 2017. It was a great experience and volunteering allocation and 
actions were all very well managed and executed. Credit goes to you and the team. (2017 
Festival Volunteer).  
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FOOTPRINT 
 
The 2017 Festival Footprint expanded to include part of Bunda Street. This was a result of 
losing access to the City Bus Interchange which meant 140 stalls needed to be re-allocated.  
There was feedback that the inclusion of Bunda Street worked well, however Roads ACT 
fielded a number of complaints from ACTEWAGL and two Commonwealth Departments 
concerning changed access arrangements to their building carparks on Friday 16 February 
2017.  
 
As a result in recent consultation with ACT Government agencies, it has been agreed to 
continue to use Bunda Street in 2018. However, for future Festivals it is proposed to move 
the stalls and stages away from the Mort Street entrance to allow continued access.  
 
A number of other innovations to the 2017 Footprint were positively received including:  

• Removing stalls from an identified ‘pinch point’ at the corner of Ainslie Place and City 
Walk 

• Ensuring as far as possible that the Footprint was accessible particularly to those with 
disability. This included reducing the number of cable covers and allowing clearways 
at the rear of stalls in City Walk 

• The set-up of the stalls and stage 6 at the western end of City Walk was considered 
by many most attractive and functional. 

 

Event went well, footprint well designed with the toilets mainly located strategically along 
London Circuit allowing for ease of access; Bunda Street is a good location for the Festival; 
Footprint designed/and well-laid out; and layout and distribution of toilets assisted with 
crowd flow much better than in the past.(CANBERRA HIRE Ref. 14) 

 
 
Other feedback received indicated that there were bottlenecks between the main stage and 
the sound booth which caused significant blockages in Garema Place. There were also 
concerns that there were not enough chairs for people to sit down in front of the main 
stage.  It was not uncommon for volunteers to report most of the chairs had been used by the 
Stallholders. This has been an issue in previous years.  
 
A number of discussions have occurred following the 2017 Festival which have resulted in a 
proposal to move the main stage to the top of Garema Place and to not allocate stalls in 
close proximity in order to maximise that capacity of the space to be used by audience 
members.  
  
An outcome of the Cross Govt. debrief session was consultation on the 2018 footprint would 
occur 6 months earlier than previously and finalisation of the footprint and approvals would 
occur by end July 2017.  
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GOVERNANCE 
 

A project management methodology was applied to the NMF in 2017. Whilst this was seen 
as an improvement, it commenced in December after a number of critical decisions had 
already been taken. Going forward, clear governance should be developed as part of the 
project plan with the project schedule identifying regular reporting against progress.  
 
In planning for the 2018 Festival, drafting of both a Project Plan and Project Schedule have 
already been commenced. The overwhelming feedback from a number of groups was ‘start 
early’. 

Feedback from CPG staff recommended that resourcing of the event requires review.  The 
true cost needs to be considered, including the impact on staff and the work in CPG that is 
not completed in the lead up to the Festival. The Festival budget and project plan should be 
clear about the resource allocation.  

Feedback from several debriefs was that the Government needs to go back to the original 
intention of the festival as a community event. There was some criticism that the festival 
balance has shifted to a commercial enterprise. A number of people have indicated that the 
festival would benefit from a clear vision and outcomes.  

ACT Policing Operations have consistently raised concerns that the Festival is too big for the 
city centre and the option of moving the event to Exhibition Park In Canberra (EPIC) should 
be explored. Additionally the police and other government stakeholders wonder why this 
event is not managed by ‘experts’ like Events ACT.  
 
The Steering Committee for the 2017 Festival comprised of Showcase Coordinators and was 
by no means a Festival Steering Committee. There was clear feedback from stakeholders 
that a Steering Committee needs to be established with clear terms of reference, 
membership and authority to make decisions and include key stake holders involved 
including contractors, sponsors, insurance representatives, audit and risk representatives 
from CSD.  
 
Under the Steering Committee a number of working groups need to focus on for example: 
media and communications; sponsorship; the entertainment program; contract management; 
volunteers; operations.  
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CONTRACTS 
 
 

Contractors all stated they enjoyed working with each other and that these working 
relationships were positive. (Ref. 14) 

 
 
CSD holds Service Funding Agreements (SFAs) with a number of contractors who are 
essential to providing the infrastructure and operations of the Festival.  
 
For the 2017 Festival the SFAs were with the following: 

• Waste Away – provide, place and maintain waste facilities 
• Sydney Night Patrol – provide security 
• Care Traffic – traffic control 
• Nova Multimedia – supply and install all sound and lighting equipment for stages 
• Canberra Hire – supply, install, service and remove toilets 
• Barlens Event Hire – supply and install up to 400 marquees 
• Affinity Electrical Technologies – supply and install generators and lighting 
• Safety and Logistics – ensure health and safety compliance 

 
Current contracts with these providers run over a 2 year period, therefore this same 
group will be providing services in 2018.  
 
The total cost for these contractors for the 2017 Festival was approximately $584,945. 
The total amount paid following the 2017 Festival was approximately $754,798. The 
difference of approximately $169,853 is attributed to three contractors, Affinity, Barlens 
and Waste Away who claimed variously, they had under quoted or they had completed 
more work during the Festival than they had been contracted for.  
 
Despite active management of the contractors in the lead up to the Festival, these 
variations in contracts still occurred. Advice from both Procurement Solutions and the 
ACT Government Solicitors meant that in all cases decisions were made to pay the 
varied amount.  
 
Contracts should follow the correct process; be comprehensive enough to cover all aspects 
of the agreement; and be flexible enough to accommodate the needs of the Festival. 
 
Given the value of the contracts and the risks associated with the Festival, Contracts and 
Grants Unit need to be closely involved and supporting the festival team. It is proposed a 
specific 2018 Festival contract management working group be developed within CSD.  
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SPONSORSHIP 
 
Sponsorship for the 2017 Festival amounted to $120,670. In the 2017 Festival there were a 
number of sponsorship arrangement which had been set up which could be argued not to be 
a pure sponsorship arrangement.  
 
Feedback from a number of stakeholders included: 

• all sponsorships should have an agreement/contract;  
• there should be value for money;  
• there should be a clear understanding of what is expected of both parties;  
• start engaging sponsors early, before businesses set their years budget;  
• consider the introduction of a Charity Partner for the Festival on the Sunday;  
• consider in kind sponsorship from Cancer Council ACT to provide sunscreen and sun 

smart hats for volunteers. 
 
Although not directly sponsorship, some effort was made in the planning of the 2017 Festival 
to ensure cross government support and buy in to the festival. This year, following 
discussions with relevant agencies, overtime for ACT Ambulance staff and waiving of tip fees 
at the Waste Management Centre were absorbed by Directorates. . 
 
Early work in the planning is required to ensure clear understanding of what is being paid for 
at market rate to other Directorates; what can be agreed to be subsidised; and what can be 
waived with agreement and written confirmation prior to the Festival.  
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STALLS & STALLHOLDERS 
 

There was a range of feedback from stakeholders regarding the Festival stalls including:  

• the need for improved education to the community about food and health protection;  
• a review of the Participation Policy and the Terms and Conditions documents; and 
• a more transparent process regarding the application and then allocation process.  

 
An issue consistently raised is that some commercials and clubs receive community rates. 
This issue could be reviewed and settled through the Participation Policy.  

 

On average stallholders rated their overall experience of the Festival at 7 out of 10. 
(Ref. 1) 

 

As part of the Festival planning process, clear numbers should be established with regard to 
stalls ie. An overall number of stalls; the number of commercial stalls; the number of 
community stalls. Considerations should be given to a category for club stalls and 
appropriate fees should sit between commercial and community fees.  

ACT Police Operation have a role at the festival inspecting liquor licences of stallholders. 
They reported that this year they inspected every licence and there were no real problems in 
the sale of licenced stalls selling alcohol. A couple of stalls needed reminding that as a 
condition of their licence they were not permitted to sell alcohol past 10pm.  
 
Issues raised by the police at the debrief session included:  

• East Row IGA - “flogging alcohol” and had four stalls.  Had not displayed the licensing 
sign (this issue was also raised through the Festival Survey. Ref.1)  

• Police concerned about some stalls selling alcohol seeming not to have cultural 
connection or significance 

• In the case of one stall alcohol was being sold without labelling in coconuts 
• Patrons pre-drinking and bringing six packs into the festival 
• The placement of a stall selling alcohol next to a multicultural youth service. 

 
The experience and feedback from stakeholders is that the number of stalls issued liquor 
permits should be agreed between CSD, ACT Policing and ACT Health and should be less 
than the number allocated in the 2017 Festival.  A further means to control the service of 
alcohol would be to only allow permits to commercial operators and not community groups. 
The feedback suggests that community groups pose a greater risk due to their enthusiasm to 
generate income through creative ideas to serve alcoholic drinks. 

In relation to Stalls, Waste Away made the following suggestions which should be considered 
for the 2018 Festival: the placement stalls front and back for ease of access; the need to 
identify grey water and rubbish areas on footprint; Waste Away could take a photo log of the 
condition of the footprint prior to the festival in order to resolve any later diputes. 

There were serious concerns raised during set-up, during the festival and after the festival 
about the use of equipment on the footprint.  Forklifts manoeuvring around members of the 
public is a key area of concern which needs to be actively managed for next year. Whilst 
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there was minor damage to city infrastructure from a forklift, it is fortunate that there were no 
injuries, although some reports of close calls from members of the public.  
 

 
We have been your patrons for the last ten years, requesting a spot in your festival 
and so far not being disappointed. This year was no different! We always hope to get a 
stall preferably under a shady tree and on a Saturday, and yes we got what we wanted! 
I know that there will be the usual survey to respond to but this is just to say thank you 
for doing a sterling job in managing the large crowds so peacefully. (Mosaic Baptist 
Church Ref. 11) 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
 
 

Well done on the Festival! The new footprint seemed great and Sunday was every bit 
as busy and vibrant as Saturday. (Ref. 11) 

 
 
A number of suggestions were put forward largely by the OMA staff in relation to the 
challenges experienced in the 2017 Festival and improve planning and management of the 
performers. (Ref. 12) 
 
Suggestions include:  

• moving to an online application process;  
• establishing an entertainment working group which has a transparent process 

regarding the selection of performers;  
• ensuring that all communities who have a grant to perform at the Festival have space 

and subsequently appropriately acquit their grant;  
• determine a percentage of local, national and international performers (recommend 

50% local);  
• media and communication working group should ensure a clear promotions strategy 

for performers; engagement with local Arts centres should occur;  
• roving performers should be allocated spaces to perform in;  
• all performers are required to have insurance in order to participate;  
• ensure clear allocation of $150,000 for paid performers;  
• contracts need to be issued to paid performers and should include, where 

appropriate, an inclusive amount to cover transfers and accommodation;  
• engagement with Embassies would allow for potential sponsorship for particular acts.  

 
 
NOVA made the following helpful suggestions:  

• Nova could assist with volunteer briefings especially stage managers and MCs; 
• Gaps between some performances need to be managed better to assist in set up; 
• Nova would like to be involved earlier and support the development of the 

programming across the footprint; and  
• Nova supports the organisers in locking in the program early thus avoiding last 

minute changes. 
 
There was clear agreement in the feedback that Stage 1, the main stage could be better 
located and that in order to make the most of the performers on this stage, stalls should be 
place well back from the stage to ensure maximum space for audiences.  
 
The final program for the 2018 Festival should be settled by December 2017.  
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COMMAND CENTRE AND OPERATIONS 
 

A Command Centre was established on Level 2 at the North Building. A desktop exercise 
and briefing occurred in the last week of January and involved Emergency Services, Police, 
ACT Health and Community Services staff. It is suggested that a similar exercise facilitated 
by Emergency Services occur for the 2018 Festival at the end of January 2018.  

An Operations Working Group needs to be established early to consider the establishment of 
the Command Centre for 2018 and the following range of issues: line of command for the 
2018 festival; span of control for radios; the water plan; the operational plan; the 
communication and escalation of enquiries and incidents; clear documentation of procedures 
and orientation of staff in the Command Centre.  

Barlens staff reported: 
• Good experience as Barlens had more people on site this year, responsive staff in 

the Command Centre, radios worked well; 
• Problems dealt with quickly; 
• Enough time for bump-in; and 
• Communication flowed well within the time frames;  
• The use of radios enabled prompt communication and assisted the work to progress 

quickly. 
 

The Emergency Services Agency (ESA) were pleased with the establishment of the 
Command Centre. They provided feedback that there were no major incidents, however 
were concerned that the last minute effort in establishing command systems and processes 
is a risk and in their experience often results in mistakes.   

ESA would like to see a comprehensive Operations Manual in future years which covers all 
areas so there is a better understanding of what is occurring. The manual should include a 
Chain of Command structure with defined functions to remove any grey areas and to clearly 
identify responsibilities.  
 
JACS Security and Emergency Management Branch (SEMB) trailed the use of CCTV 
footage throughout the Festival Footprint for the first time this year. Although staff resourcing 
did not allow the monitoring of the CCTV footage throughout the entire festival, it was 
monitored part time from the Command Centre. This initiative allowed more information to be 
viewed from the Command Centre and therefore more informed decision making and 
response. JACS have committed to enhance this initiative for the 2018 Festival. Early 
planning will allow stalls and stages to be placed on the footprint so as not to obscure CCTV 
wherever possible.  
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INSURANCE AND RISK  
 

In the development of the Risk Plan for the 2017 Festival three issues were raised 
consistently by ACT Police Operations: Crowd crush; Ensuring exit points are clear; Heavy 
vehicle intrusion. 

The Festival team worked closely with police, JACS (Security and Emergency Management 
team), Roads ACT and other key stakeholders to be responsive to the security/risk issues, to 
articulate them clearly and provide mitigations as part of the Festival Risk Plan. (Ref. 5) 

Worksafe advised the event went well from a reportable issue perspective. 74% test and 
tagging compliance and gas safety 88.3% compliance. Use of equipment such as forklifts 
around patrons was an issue and better controls need to be in place. 

ACT Health advised that 400 food inspections occurred with 87% compliance. 

In June 2017 CSD engaged with ACT Insurance Authority to commence planning for the 
2018 Festival. ACTIA will provided advice on the additional insurance required to cover 
largely community groups who do not have insurance. ACTIA have agreed to facilitate a full 
day risk planning exercise (in November) with nominated representatives involved in the 
2018 Festival. This will allow the development of a clear risk register and the airing of 
concerns from a cross section of stakeholders and the development of mitigations to be fed 
into the planning and operational process.  

 

CHILDRENS SANCTUARY 
 

There was positive feedback on the establishment of the Children’s Sanctuary which 
provided respite for parents and a program specifically designed for children, and operated 
out of the Canberra Museum and Gallery (CMAG) space, on the ground floor of the North 
Building. The Children’s Sanctuary operated both Saturday and Sunday 10-4 and was run by 
CSD’s Child and Family Centres and the ACT Community Languages Schools.  

 Positive feedback included:  

• the ideal space provided by CMAG which was pleasantly air conditioned 
• networking and working across CSD and the community to bring in resources, 

experience and skill to deliver the program 
• enabling businesses to become involved in the Festival in a new way 
• engaging entertainers from the Festival to provide music/dance in the Sanctuary 
• putting a focus on children (and parents) as part of the Festival and CSD’s core 

business.  
 

Both the Child and Family Centres and the ACT Community Languages Schools have 
verbally committed to delivering the Children’s Sanctuary in 2018. Early negotiation with 
CMAG will need to occur.  

 

Recommendations:  
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1. A Project Plan and Project Schedule to be developed for the 2018 
National Multicultural Festival.      (July 2017) 
 

2. The Director General CSD to approve these documents and the Minister 
be briefed.          (Aug. 2017) 
 

3. A budget to be developed for the Festival including setting estimates of 
stall and sponsorship income. An estimate of the deficit should also be 
made. The Finance and Assurance to review the budget and the Director 
General CSD to approve these budgets and estimates.    
           (Aug. 2017) 
 

4. The 2018 Festival Footprint (including the numbers and positioning of 
stages and stalls) should be consulted on and approvals sought early. 
           (July 2017) 

5. A sponsorship strategy should be developed.   (July 2017) 
 

6. A media and communications plan should be developed. (July 2017) 
 

7. ACT Insurance Agency should be engaged to provide advice on 
insurance coverage and to assist with the development of a Risk 
Register.         (Nov 2017) 
 

8. Planning for the establishment of the command centre for the 2018 
Festival needs to be consulted and communicated to relevant 
agencies/contractors.       (Dec 2017) 
 

9. Communication to contractors regarding the 2018 Festival need to occur 
early, including any managing any unforseen drivers that may result in 
variation of contracts.  (Dec 2017) 
 

10. The Children’s Sanctuary and the Senior’s Sanctuary were seen as 
successful innovations in 2017 and it is recommended that planning 
commence with a view to improving them in 2018.   (Nov 2017) 
 

11. The Participation Policy and Terms and Conditions documents are 
reviewed in line with the feedback received from this report. (Aug. 2017) 
 

12. Liquor Licences be restricted to Commercial organisations and Clubs 
and that CSD in consultation with ACT Policing and ACT Health agree on 
an upper limit for permits.       (Aug. 2017) 
 

13. That clear governance identified through the project plan be followed 
and that monthly reporting occur as per the project plan. (July 2017) 

 
14. An estimate of staff hours and staff related costs for 2017 be done to 

inform decision making and to inform a budget bid if proposed. 
           (Aug. 2017) 
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APPENDICES 

 
2017 National Multicultural Festival Financial Report 

 

1. Budget Summary  

1.1 Annual budget:      $475,000 

1.2 Other revenue (sponsorship):       $120,670   

1.3 Stallholder Revenue:    $396,000 

1.4 Total budget:         $991,670 

2 Staff related cost currently absorbed by CSD 

 
2.1 Unbudgeted cost of CPG  staff    $337,089.33 

between March 2016 and February 2017  
exclusive of the Festival days   
 

2.2 Unbudgeted cost of CPG staff during   $16,160.97 
the Festival days (16-18 February 2017)  

 
 

2.3 Cost of all other volunteers during  $62,214.28 
the Festival days (CSD, VCA, Canberra Bears,  
ACT Community Language Schools Association  
and In the City Canberra)   
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3 The number of volunteers and total hours worked over the three days of the festival are as 
follows: 

Friday          
16 Feb 
2017 

Volunteer Category 
Number of 
Volunteers 

Total Hours 
Worked 

CPG 23 139 
CSD 24 102 
VCA 44 450 

Other 
Canberra Bears 8 56 

In the City Canberra 1 5 
Grand Total: 100 752     

     

Saturday  
17 Feb 
2017 

Volunteer Category 
Number of 
Volunteers 

Total Hours 
Worked 

CPG 22 121 
CSD 34 193 
VCA 44 451 

Other 

ACT Community 
Language Schools 
Association 22 110 
Canberra Bears 7 46 
In the City Canberra 1 6 

Grand Total: 130 927 

     

Sunday  
18 Feb 
2017 

Volunteer Category 
Number of 
Volunteers 

Total Hours 
Worked 

CPG 16 87 
CSD 19 105 
VCA 44 451 

Other 

ACT Community 
Language Schools 
Association 22 110 

In the City Canberra 1 6 
Grand Total: 102 759 

NTH 
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4 The total number of volunteers and hours worked for the combined three days of the festival are 
as follows: 

Volunteer Category 
Number of 
Volunteers 

Total Hours 
Worked per 

volunteer 
Average 

Hourly Rate 
Total Cost 

CPG 26 13.35 $46.56 $16,160.97 
CSD 58 6.89  $49.91 $19,945.03 
VCA 123 10.99 $25 $33,794.25 

Other 

ACT Community 
Language Schools 
Association 22 10 $25 $5,500 

Canberra Bears 15 6.8 $25 $2,550 

In the City Canberra 1 17 $25 $425 
Grand Total: 245   $78,375.25 

 

 

5 Cost estimate of staff who have delivered Festival related work between March 2016 and 
February 2017: 

Staff Category 

Hours 
worked 

Mar-
June 
2016 

Hours 
worked 

July-
Sept 
2016 

Hours 
worked 
Oct-Dec 

2016 

Hours 
worked 
Jan-Feb 

2017 
Hourly 

rate ($)  

 
Staff Cost 

Mar 2016-
Feb 2017 

OMA Staff 

Assistant Manager (SOG C) 86.52 129.78 173.04 28.84  $45.13 $18,872.46 
Festival Coordinator (ASO 6) 259.56 432.6 432.6 288.84 $47.65 $67,337.07 
Senior Policy Officer (ASO 6) 86.52 86.52 173.04 115.36 $47.65 $21,987.62 
Project Officer (ASO 5) 86.52 173.04 173.04 115.36 $40.90 $22,411.56 
Project Officer (ASO 5) 86.52 173.04 173.04 115.36 $40.90 $22,411.56 
Finance Officer (ASO 4) 86.52 86.52 129.78 86.52 $36.46 $14,195.34 
Senior Manager (SOG A) 86.52 86.52 346.08 230.72 $71.68 $53,748.53 
Director 86.52 86.52 173.04 115.36 $107.78 $49,734.00 

Additional 
CPG Staff 

Senior Project Officer (SOG C) Nil Nil 129.78 288.4 $56.41 $23,589.53 
Project Officer (ASO 5) Nil Nil 86.52 288.4 $39.81 $14,925.57 
Policy Officer (ASO 5) Nil Nil 86.52 230.72 $39.81 $12,629.32 
Project Officer (ASO 4) Nil Nil 129.78 288.4 $36.46 $15,246.84 

Grand Total 865.2 1254.54 2206.26 2191.84 N/A $337,089.33 
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Report on the 2017 National Multicultural Festival 
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Present: 

National Multicultural Festival 2017 

Whole of Government Debrief 

Community Services Directorate 

Azra Khan, A/g Director Community Participation Group 

Paul Wyles, A/g Senior Manager Multicultural Affairs 

Janet Dawson, Project Officer, Community Recovery & Emergency Planning 

Linda Woods, Policy Officer, Multicultural Affairs 

Tim Lynam, Festival Volunteer 

Kerry Maguire, Festival Volunteer 

Justice and Community Safety Directorate 

, ACT Policing 

, ACT Policing 

Cameron Beresford, Emergency Management Officer, Emergency Services Agency 

Bren Burkevics, Senior Manager, Security & Emergency Management Branch 

Health Directorate 

Radom Krsteski, Manager, Health Protection Service 

Chief Ministers, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate 

Felicity Burn, Senior Manager, Events & Business Coordination, Access Canberra 

Nathan Buckley, Manager, Events & Business Coordination, Access Canberra 

Vicki Gioffre, Team Leader, Events & Business Coordination, Access Canberra 

Vivienne Rolfe, Program Officer, Events ACT Cultural Canberra 

David Middlemiss, Deputy Director, Workplace Protection, Construction Occupations 

Transport Canberra and City Services 

Les Gallagher, Field Operations Manager North, Action Bus Services 

Slobodan Paunovic, Major Events Officer, Traffic Management and Safety 

Volunteering and Contact Canberra 

Sarah Lawson, Manager 
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National Multicultural Festival 2017 

Whole of Government Debrief 

Meeting commenced: Tuesday 21 st March 2017 15:39 

Chair: Nathan Buckley 
Minutes: Linda Woods 

CMTED Directorate 
• Through the events approval lens early engagement between

directorates and branches at the government level needs to
occur. Need a concrete footprint earlier.

• Events Business can then engage stakeholders earlier and
avoid confusion.

• No barriers to getting the footprint approved six months out
and avoids confusion.

• Get footprint first and early then plan the stalls to fit around it
(not the other way around)

• Stalls were set up behind bike racks making accessing the
stalls difficult.

Azra agreed and stated that 6 months planning ahead for 
footprint would occur this year. 

• Use us earlier we can push your message earlier.

• Some good work with Bunda Street -
• change the footprint look at strategies to spread the crowd,
• cap stall numbers and liquor licenses.

• Gas tank issues, electrical fine except for test and tag always
an issue.

• Some problems with egress, make sure egress issues around
the Legislative Assembly are fixed.

• Sunday a lot of cars obstructing the egress paths from the
Canberra Theatre.

• Serious concerns about the use of equipment on the footprint.
Forklifts manouvering around members of the public.

When Report is finalised it will be forwarded 

TCCS Directorate 
• No negative feedback. Nightrider services well serviced the

public.
• Lots of contractors parking illegally in the interchange and

moving barricades around. Barlen's contractors were an
offender.

• Were going to tighten the window up on the parade - started at
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16:00 on schedule but a big gap and finished late. Parade 
lingered and took a long time. The interchange was shut for 
that time. Perhaps reverse the parade order and 
commence from the interchange? Parade popular and 
really good. 

• Safety concern on Bunda Street where stage was. People
walking behind the stage and around the cars (illegally parked)
and forced onto the road.

• During event number of concerns raised around business
consultation. E.g. Taxation Building manager didn't know.
Need more consultation with Stakeholders as the footprint is
being designed.

Paul Wyles - Letters were sent out to everyone, however, without 
having a contact to liaise with directly letters are often left at security 
desks in buildings where they are not passed on. 

Health Directorate 
• Tailored community sessions were offered, non-compliance of

some commercial stalls and community stalls. Barlen's Hire
may not have kept bae-maries hot enough. Some offenders
did not attend the seminars. Temperature control issues,
preparing stuff at home and not in a commercial kitchen is an
issue.

• Radom would like more consultation with food stallholders .
• Stallholders - reports regarding stallholders washing dishes

with water from the fountain.
• Review access to water and access points .
• garbage collection was an issue .
• Control Centre - air conditioner was not working for the Health

staff in the control centre.
• Control Centre - isolated pockets throughout the building with

different radio rooms and control centre.
• Access to car parking was difficult, Health staff unable to park

close.
• Car park where cool rooms is an evacuation point and should

not be set up with cool rooms and Health not allowed to
access it.

• Some issues with Disability parking - opposite Bailey's Cnr .
• Wasteaway could be engaged more with stallholders .
• Area Warden's could engage more
• Wasteaway responded quick to radio calls for waste removal.
• Fair few power failures .

A report will be submitted from Health. 
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JACS Directorate 
• No major incidents
• Last minute effort. Pushing close to the line, this is where

mistakes are made.
• Comprehensive ops manual needs to be developed.
• A strong chain of command established, and point of Contact.
• Clarified functions and assigned roles - Aiims could be used.
• ESA met with a Brick Wall from CPG
 

 

• Good relationship between NMF and the Police.
• NMF team not learning, not changing things, not taking on

feedback from previous years.
• Location of the Festival - is the CBD the best place for it? Do

we need it there? Other places may be better utilised.
• From a safety and transport perspective somewhere like Epic

would be better.
• Event has grown from 300 stalls to 400. What is the idea of

the festival? Is the IGA setting up an alcohol stall about
culture? Festival has turned too Commercial.

• Crowd issues, too many stalls. The Festival team needs to be
in charge of the event, not the event in charge of you.

• Work on choke points on the footprint.
• Whats the vision of the Festival, it's losing it's uniqueness as a

Multicultural festival.
• Need to work on where stages are. Egress around stages

poor, crowd flowed poorly, more work to be done.
• Good operations manual is required.
• Venue Control Centre was a thouroughfare, command centre

needs to be more integrated with police, ambulance, Health
and festival command.

• Chief Warden needs to be constantly available to Police and
be present at the VCC. Everyone who is a player needs to be
at the VCC. Use a main channel only for quick emergency
communication. Use back channels for discussions.

• Police Numbers were doubled and that was just about right.

Will forward articles about evacuating areas - could take a long 
time at the Festival. 

• Alcohol licensing - inspected every license. No real problems
besides a few selling alcohol past 1 0pm

• IGA - "flogging alcohol" and had four stalls. Had not displayed
the licensing sign. What is the cultural significance of the IGA
selling off cheap alcohol - is this in line with the theme of the
festival.

• Alcohol being sold without labelling like in coconuts.

I 

Sched 2.2 (a)(ii) FOI Act 2016
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• Patrons pre-drinking and bringing six packs into the festival not
in glass bottles.

• Cool room area 

. 
 That area is traditionally unsafe and was

made worse by the trucks being parked there. Added more
structures for and made the area more unsafe than it usually
is. This area was missed in the women's safety audit as it
is not on the footprint. Needs to be included next year.

• The City "went off" more people in civic than usual.
• Footprint critically weak and risky, Every exit blocked by a

stage. Stage 1 problems - AV point at the back and fire
extinguisher, too difficult to access in an emergency. Stage 1
should be relocated to where the Greek Glendi Stalls were.

• Crowd density issues need to be rethought.
• ACT Policing keep identifying issues that are not being fixed,

have said multiple times that a tragedy will occur and this it is
only a matter of time.

• Is the festival beyond CPG? Has the festival grown past the
people running it? Need to make the festival safer - it's
teetering on the edge.

Azra acknowledged a strategy missing around alcohol sales and 
festival planning is starting next week. 

• Had approached ASIO to set the scene and engage in
planning early.

• Committed to doing the same next year .
• Hostile vehicle management
• CCTV was great, committed to increasing it for the whole

festival.
• There are opportunities through Commonwealth Funding for

Anti-Terroism funding to do excercises.
• Evac route planning around stage 1 a big issue .
• One way flow was established around stage 1 on the Friday

but got there too late on the Saturday to do the same.
• Overal a credit to everyone at the table .
• The radio network was impressive .

CSD 
• Lucky with the Weather - if it had been hot there would have

been a lot more problems.

• Get a handover book for the Command Centre - the radio

Sched 2.2 (a)(ii) FOI Act 2016

Sched 2.2 (a)(ii) FOI Act 2016
Sched 2.2 (b)(v) FOI Act 2016
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comms log should not have handover information in it. 
• Need stronger command room protocols - too much noise .

• Income streams could be investigated for the Festival.
Promotion through social media.

• Management of volunteers should be from the centre and not
off site. Managing volunteer network has to be more work on
lessons learned.

• Resourcing issues - 1 person in the role for a year .
• Stallholder briefinQs could be better .
• Noise and issues at handover in the radio control room .
• Alcohol sales and permits need to be reviewed .

Volunteering Contact ACT 
• Saw alcohol stalls selling water - not giving it for free .
• Needed to engage earlier with volunteers. Radio and

communication was an issue as they were not on the
emergency network.

• A project management volunteer could sit in the role for 12
months as part of a study project.

• Volunteers in paid roles an issue. Not covered by insurance .
Should not be in security roles or picking up rubbish.

• 40% of Volunteers didn't show up. Not sure why .
• Water stations were obstructed by stalls, difficult to get too .
• Volunteers didn't have free parking .



ACT 
Government 

Community Services 

Debrief - 9th M arch 2017 -
Brainstorming on whiteboard - notes 

Venue: Function Room, Level 2 

What worked well? 

CANBERRA HIRE 
• Event went well, footprint well designed with the toilets mainly located Strategically 

along London Circu it allowing for ease of access to Canberra Hire; 

• Bunda Street is a good location for the Festival; 

• Footprint designed/and well-laid out; and 
• Layout and distribution of toilets assisted with crowd flow much better than in the 

past. 

VOLUNTEERING AND CONTACT ACT (VCA) 
• Volunteers happy with level of communication and support; 

• Issues were responded to quickly by Multicultural Affairs staff; 
• Volunteers surveys indicated positive feedback and experience by the public about 

the festival; 
• Not enough volunteers as registered volunteers with VCA did not show up on the 

day. 

BARLENS 
• Good experience as Barlens had more people on site this year, responsive staff in 

the Command Centre, radios worked well; 

• Problems dealt with quickly; 

• Enough time for bump-in; and 
• Flowed well with the time frame; a=Used the radio extensively which assisted with 

the work to progress well and quickly. 

NOVA 
• Agreed with all other contractors on what worked well around time frames and 

bump in, radio support; and command centre staff being responsive; and 

• All aspects of the festival including bump in and bump, command centre and radio 
support was well executed. 

WASTE AWAY 

• WH&S Inspectors, patrons and stallholders happy; 

GPO Box 158 Canberra ACT 2601 I phone: 132281 I www.act.gov.au 



• Canberra Bears were good - Volunteers; 

• Radio support good, no injuries; 
• Care traffic worked well with Waste away; 

• Cable covers were well done and allowed Waste Away to easily move bins around; 

• Will provide written report completed by Karen; 
• Received positive feedback from the public; 
• Health inspectors were happy with Waste Away's (WA) work on footprint; 

• Canberra Bears volunteers "were good and worked pretty well" with WA; 

• having access to prior knowledge and information about bump in and bump out 
times, as well as the operations of compactors bins by City Services is important; 

• No injury sustained during the Festival; 
• Covered electrical wiring was beneficial and worked to the benefit of the public and 

contractors; and 
• Traffic guys "were sensation worked well with us. 
AFFINITY 

• Footprint was well laid-out and assisted with the quick progression and time 

executive of work by contractors; 

• Bump in Friday issue free; 

• Got on well with Barlens setting up and Multicultural Affairs Staff; 

• High load areas were well-placed and worked well for the public as well as 

contractors access because it was well spaced out. Protected potential public 

trip hazard; and 

• Minimising electrical leads worked well for Waste Away and themselves. 

ALL CONTRACTORS 
Contractors all stated they enjoyed working with each other and that these working 

relationships were positive. 



What would you do differently? 
CANBERR HIRE 

• Inconsistency with program and Bump-in - bump-out needs to be more organised; 

• Location of toilets on Bunda Street and Canberra Theatre were not used; 

• Keep general public away on London Circuit. Needed a second spotter when WH&S 
pulled them up on not having one. Have never needed a second spotter before; 

• Single and disable units located near behind the North Building and the library were 
restricted by bollards. This resulted in toilets in this area being underused; 

• Bunda Street -toilets were hardly used as well; and 

• Keep general public away from work areas during service time as the public walk 
through barricaded area rather than around it. 

VOLUNTEERING AND CONTACT ACT 
• Develop commitment strategies for Volunteers, large percentage of no shows; 

• "broom gate" things like brooms and towels missing from stages. Unable to dry 
chairs after the rain; 

• Volunteers being used in "paid roles" like security for directing public around 
certain spaces e.g. Stage 1, and for picking up rubbish (Canberra Bears the 
exception); 

• Volunteers put on footprint to assist with crowd control- were too young and 
inexperienced to deal crowds/drunkard people. require people trained in crowd 
control for those type of jobs; and 

• Crowd control issue on stage 1. Relocate stalls in front of stage one. 

BARLENS 
• Pink Van in Garema Place had to move several stalls to get the van in . If stallholders 

have a van can they be placed on the footprint where stalls won't have to be 
moved; 

• Late bump in time on Bunda street was as a result from parked cars on that stretch 
of road; and 

• Security watch and did not intervene when members of the public were smashing 
chairs. 

NOVA 
• Access on Bunda St. 

• Would have liked the Entertainment schedule to know the amount of Backline; 

• Security weren't on every stage e.g. stage 3; 

• Putin a walk way in future to assist people to walk to stage 1. People had to walk 
along way stage 1; 

• Pulled up by ACT WorkCover for stacking infrastructure; 



• Location of water tap too close to stage 1; 
• Backline -quote was different to what was delivered; 

• Noted the importance of attending briefing sessions as it informs the work on the 
footprint. Will attend in future; and 

• Got one stage wrong during bump in . 

• 
WASTE AWAY 

• Waste Away saw many WH&S issues with stallholders. 

• Waste Away lost bins, local businesses using Waste Away bins to fill up with their 
own rubbish. 1,100 bin found behind the IGA. Local businesses use Waste Away to 
dump their rubbish and do a big clean out 

• Would be good to have the numbers on the front and back of stalls. 
• Gov bins were overflowing at the beginning of the NMF. 

• Servicing table and chairs at the stages of rubbish not known until the night. 
• Stallholders didn't know where to take rubbish; 

• Grey water to be positioned in places that are accessible to the public and 
contractors; 

• Model future festivals on the set up of Noodle Market - running water set up at the 
Enlightened; 

• Public toilets - the sign age was not visible to the public; 
• People urinated in Tocumwal lane; 

• Sign age for the toilets inadequate. Location of toilets and access to the toilets 
during service time must be visible as the public experienced difficulty locating 
them and had to ask for directions from contractor; 

• Stall numbers must be located in area that is visible to service providers - for next 
year (WA); 

• Government hoppers recycle and rubbish bin need to be removed by ACT 
Government workers before bump in; 

• Moved 6 of hoppers and left 4 on footprint -request City Services to remove all 
hoppers from footprint that are full to capacity and Waster Away would then put 
their bins place; 

• Not clear descriptions of scope of service - Greek showcase unclear if they were 
expected to clear the rubbish of broken plates on the stage; 

• Unclear if they were supposed to clean chairs and tables on stages; and 
• Vendors did not know where to take their rubbish 

AFFINITY 

• Bump in at 7am is a safety risk. Bunda St our biggest "bug bear" road closures 
changed and affected bump-in, especially for electrical. Last minute change to 
traffic plan. Late bump-in along Bunda St; 



• Dan's personal mobile phone issued to the Work Health and Safety inspectors who 
passed it on to stallholders. He received a large volume of calls. This is in breach of 
his privacy and contract; 

• WH&S pulled up Affinity on stacking AV gear on boxes; 
• Talk to Roads ACT about staggered road closure on Bunda and elsewhere on the 

footprint'; 

• Bunda street- get in earlier than 10am. No cars will be parked on Bunda next year; 

• .Pulled up by ACT WorkCover for stacking of AV boxes and 

• Water tap location too close to stage 1. 



What would you next year? 
All CONTRACTORS 

• All contractors requested feedback directly from our Director as well; 

• Bump-out chaotic and started early - would manage bump-out better; 

• Rolling traffic closures along Bunda St as government car parks can't be 
closed; 

• Bunda St needs tweaking; 

• Stage 1- crowd control, temp/meshed fencing can ACTEWAgl tap a hose to 
ensure water access especially in Garema Place; 

• Have a look at the Enlighten Noodle Market set up for running water; 

• Location of the toilets. 

CANBERRA HIRE 

• Easier access to the toilets for servicing. 

NOVA 
• Nova would go to volunteer briefings and speak to volunteers directly; 

• Gaps between some performances were 12 seconds which impacted on set 
up; 

• Get involved a lot sooner by being involved in the actual programming of the 

footprint set up for contractors; and 

• Avoid receiving changes in schedule on Thursday night. No last minute 

changes. 

WASTE AWAY 
• Number stalls front and back for ease of finding them; 

• Would rather bring own bins (Waste Away}; 

• Identify grey water and rubbish areas on footprint; 

• Waste Away would take a photo log prior to the festival; 

• Would put 1 or 2 crew on overnight to protect bins; and 

• Work Health and Safety Issues from stallholders who were shifting fridges and 

other heavy equipment. This is an issue for ACTWorkcover issue. 

AFFINITY 
• Work safe Inspectors would not be given direct contractor mobile numbers; 



• Bunda street requires efficiency in future and there were potential safety risks 

which hampered timely setup; 

• Community Participation Group to ensure Telephone list reflects contractors 

working and available on the footprint. 

BARLENS 
• Contractors would make sure Sub Contractors knew what they needed to do 

and expectations. 

ACTIONS ARISING FROM THE DEBRIEFING SESSION 
Actions 

• Agreement for all Contactors submit report to CPG by end of March 2017; 

• Contractors requested to see outcome from other briefings and CPG to make 

this accessible to them; 

• 2018 bump in to commence early than planned times for 2017 National 

Multicultural Festival; 

• CPG to model the water system for the 2018 National Multicultural Festival 

on the water setup for the Enlighten Event; 

• Request for ACTEWAGL to install a tap water within proximity of for stall 

holders away from Stage 1 and within Garema Place; and 

• Paul to check with Director and advise contractors of decision and in what 

format. 

Scribes 

Anna Chikali-Westcott 
Senior Projects Officer 
Community Participation Group 
Community Services Directorate 

Meeting ended at 5:19pm 

Linda Woods 
Policy Officer 
Community Participation Group 
Community Services Directorate 



Lessons learned from 2017 National Multicultural Festival 

Footprint 

• foot print should dictate everything about the Festival i.e. number of stalls, stage locations 
• approvals and permits for the footprint should be sought right on the onset of the planning 

Project Management 

• this event needs to be project managed properly including development of project plans and 
schedules 

• resourcing of this event needs review. The true cost needs to be considered, including the 
effect on staff health (stress!!) 

• project documentation needs to be compiled at the start of the project (think risk register, 
budgets, scoping documents) 

Steering Committee Meetings 
Steering committees should: 

• Include all the stake holders involved including contractors, sponsors, insurance 
representatives, audit and risk representatives from CSD 

Contracts 
Contracts should: 

• be comprehensive enough to cover all aspects of the agreement 
• be flexible enough to accommodate the needs ofthe Festival 
• follow the correct process 
• go through procurement solutions 
• go through GSO where possible 

Sponsorship 

• all sponsorships should have an agreement/contract 
• there should be value for money 
• there should be a clear understanding of what is expected of both parties 
• start this early, before people set their following year budgets (eg before June 2017 for the 

2018 festival) 
• consider introduction of a Charity Partner for the Festival (Sunday), how would this work? 
• get sponsorship from Cancer Council ACT to provide sunscreen and sunsmart hats in bulk? 
• get agreement from other Directorates far earlier (eg free buses, who is paying for 

emergency services, what about tipping fees) 

Stakeholders 

• all stakeholders and their roles should be clearly identified 
• all stakeholders should be given an opportunity to attend the NMF steering committee 

Stallholders 

• better education to the community about food and health protection (can this be done in a 
better engaging way rather than death by power point)? 

• review application process, is there a criteria? How many stalls per group? Are there too 
many stalls providing the same foods? 

• review allocation process is it first in first served? 



• be aware of tensions in the community when dealing with stall issues 
• rotate stall holders, not a particular group or community hoarding a particular location every 

year 
• stalls to be allocated according to the footprint size and needs 
• there should be a way for stall application to capture liquor licences, insurance, food permit 

and other legislative requirements 

Entertainment 

• review process for selecting performances. How does the grant process fit into this? 
• is there a need for paid performers? Is there a balance between paid and non paid 

performers? 
• should we utilise upcoming local artists to be face of Festival or opening artists? 
• is there a need for expensive accommodation for performers 
• performers' allocation should be done earlier and performers informed of their times as 

early as practical 

• we could target international/interstate performers who happen to be in Canberra at the 
same time as the Festival and get them t perform at the Festival for a minimal cost 

• we could negotiate with embassies to sponsor international artists from their specific 
countries 

• Entertainment Coordinator role needed to oversee program 
• stage 1 would be better located at Civic Square (more space) 
• distinguish to roles of MC and stage managers 
• shift changes should coincide with performances 

Logistics 

• trying to keep to budget and minimise expenditure caused issues with Waste and Security, 
really need to adequately fund these contracts 

Volunteers 

• is it cost effective to outsource volunteer management? Review split between public and 
ACTGov volunteers and what are critical roles (should critical roles be paid?) 

• volunteer rosters need to include a handover period 
• sign in out sheets and roster layout needs to be reviewed, it was quite difficult visually to see 

what was needed 
• compile list of items needed in Info Tent? 
• could we partner with the food stalls to provide food for the volunteers? 
• are there alternatives to providing catering for volunteers 
• briefings should be done for all volunteers before their shifts 
• volunteer aids should be ready in advance before every shift 
• there is a need for plan B in case volunteers don't show up for their shifts 

Command Centre and Operations 

• proper desktop review is useful, ensure planning to mitigate risks 
• span of control for radios is an issue, need to completely review how this is set up and 

manage it much better. We were unable to monitor a separate medical channel due to 
limited staffing. 

• water plan and quantities needs review, if it had been hot this would have been an issue 



• Festival phone line needs to be a dedicated number which is activated all year round and can 
be added to specific staff extensions. It is detrimental to CPG business as usual to put these 
queries through the EA's phone. No good adding a festival phone right before the festival if 
this is not the number that the stallholders/public have been given 

• email access needs to be considered early, nominate who is responsible for overseeing the 
mailbox rather than giving half the staff access without responsibility 

• some work around Command Centre setup and requirements needs to be documented to 
ensure sustainability. There are documents in past folders but not in one place. Possibly 
development of a Festival manual would be useful 

Insurance (ACT Insurance Authority) 

• identify the current public liability including contents of Insurance; 
• $20,000 to high a premium for the Government to pay; 
• Government should not pay for uninsured performers and Stall holders; 
• there is benefit for ACT Insurance Authority (ACTIA) to be part of the NMF Steering 

Committee and provide expert advice to the membership; 
• IA&R has requested for ACTIA to keep a list Risk Registers at a central location for the ACT 

Government. ACTIA agreed to do this 
• ACTIA is looking into Insurance options on behalf of the Government to lease footprint to 

Stallholders and Performers at a cheaper price eg like the process used at Albert Hall were 
hirers only pay $50 for public liability 

Risk Register {Internal Audit & Risk) 

• here is benefit for Internal Audit & Risk (IA&R) to be part of the NMF Steering Committee 
and provide expert advice to the membership 

• the current Risk Register be customised to capture the needs of the Festival. 

Ministerial briefings 

• there is a need to the Minister to be briefed in plenty of times 
• information needs to be clarified before being passed on to the Minister especially media 

release/alerts 

Children Sanctuary 

Positives: 

• networking and working across CSD to bring in resources, experience and skill to deliver the 
program 

• developing non government communities to work with government agencies 
• enabling small businesses to become involved as entertainers to provide music/dance at the 

Festival 
• putting a focus on children as part of the core business of CSD' s multicultural families 

• venue has ambience and all stakeholders loved it as the preferred venue(CMAG, West 
Belconnen Child and Family Centre and ACT Community Language School Association) have 
undertaken to deliver the Children's Sanctuary Program again in 2018 

• Government working with a non government organisation to share resources and showcase 
their business 



Negative thing was: 

• Water was not provided on Saturday. In absence of water the CMAG and ACT Community 

Language School Association had brought in some water using eskies. 



CPG Staff debrief: Stallholders 

Worked Well 

Area Warden's introducing themselves, building a rapport with them seemed to work. 

Number of applications are very high and this indicates community interest. 

Application process went well, not many complaints. Application process, there is community 

interest. Smarty Grants applications worked well, lead in time was good (2 ½ months). 

Applications up from last year. 

Allocation - matching up showcase was good. 

Confusion with the word smarty grants. 

Food delicious 

Would do differently 

Auspicing community groups needs to be done differently - this can be a problem. 

Steering committee is more an advisory committee. 

Community groups pass on spaces to commercial enterprises. 

Go back to grass roots of festival - what was the original vision. The festival needs a goal, vision, aim, 

something aspirational. 

Alcohol no sale after 10pm was not strictly adhered to. 

Stallholders bump-in cannot follow directions, very unsafe, DC Drivers don't adhere to rules and 

nearly hit a child. 

Maybe application process blocks community applications. Maybe make another way to apply (or 

offer support with on line applications), not everyone is internet savvy - especially if from a third 

world country. 

Its turning into a commercial enterprise . Are there barriers for community groups applying? 

How do we attract more community groups that are going to give back to their community. 

Not sell alcohol from 10am - perhaps after Spm? 

Stall allocation - in one instance a youth group was next to an alcohol stall. 

Confusion around the VISION of the festival - what is our aim with it? 

Some people feel a right to their space and place on the footprint - have a history of ownership over 

one spot. 

Kathy ross
Sticky Note
alcohol sale not adhered to



Not much difference in stalls. How many stalls from a community were offering something 

different. Need more variety with stalls. 

Repetitive stalls should have spread across the footprint more 

Forklift operating on the footprint before bump-out. Issues with cars on the footprint prior to bump

out. 

Commonuitcation between the office and stallholders gets lost by email. Needs a secondary point of 

contact for stalls. 

Next year: 

Promote the festival stall holder applications more broadly. Advertising could be better. 

Rotating allocations would be good. 

Engage early with stallholders and explain new process so that stallholders understand the changes. 

Need to look at participation grants 

Clear up the process around decision making for grants and what they use it for. 

How do you distinguish between community and commercial applications. 

Paying community rate but a commercial stall. Support real community groups to apply. 

Vision of the festival ne4eds to be clearer - it's meant to be about showcasing community and 

contribution. 

A stall holder ballot - no guarantees of same spot. Have a lottery for the allocation. Have a fairer 

way of allocating spaces. 

Rotate the showcases, rotate main stage. 

Prime locations should be distributed more fairly. 

Spread the acts across all the stages. 

Look at who is benefiting from the festival - spread the benefit across the community and 

commercial. 

More market stalls 

Segregated stalls don't work - mix it up. 

Rotate the main stages, spread the acts. 

Create a vision for the Festival - community vs commercial. 



During briefing session explain what they are getting for their money - what they are paying for. 

Things like they aren't getting a fridge ect 

Interstate stalls can't make the briefings - send them this information in their packs. 



The launch of the 2025 Major Events Strategy for the ACT, the recent growth of the event coupled 
with requirements of Australia's Strategy for the Protection of Crowded Places from Terrorism 2017 
all require that the NMF be appropriately staged to ensure maximum enjoyment and safety of all. 

Road Closures and use of road barriers 

o The Crowded places strategy requires attention to vehicle management and this should take 

into account urban design and other physical features of public spaces. 

o The Festival foot print has largely remained the same for several years. It encompasses the 

precinct that covers; London Circuit, Akuna Street and Bunda Street. 

o There will be water filled barriers and vehicle barriers placed on either end of each of these 

streets that will allow for monitored flow of traffic through these streets. 

o Traffic controllers and security guards will be stationed at each intersection and only clearly 

identified vehicles are allowed access during bump in and bump out times. These vehicles 

must display a registration card on the windscreen that has been allocated to the vehicle 

owner as a means of identification. 

Volunteer training 

o All volunteers have attended training to ensure they are well informed and supported in 

their role. 

o Training on a range of topics including work health and safety and what to look out for whilst 

on duty as well as training on procedures on how to respond to any given emergency 

incident including the reporting of increased crowd density, intoxicated abusive behaviour, 

and signs of heat stress, overflowing bins and suspicious behaviour or unattended package. 

Involvement of cross government agencies 

o The NMF has an Event Control Centre {ECC) located in the function room of the Theo 

Notaras Centre, 180 London Circuit, Canberra which is within the footprint of the NMF. 

o Over the three of the Festival the ECC will be the primary point for both operational 

emergency and incident management. 

o The ECC enables collaboration of all ACT Government emergency management services and 

this will build emergency services capabilities amongst Government employees, community 

and volunteers. 

o The ECC will have rostered a Chief Warden Community Services Directorate Executive in the 

Chief Warden role and liaison officers present from each of the following agencies: 

o ACT Policing 

o ACT Fire and Rescue 

o ACT Ambulance 

o ACT Health Directorate 

o SES personnel will manage the 2 way hand held radio communication system. This will be 

the primary means of communication between Area Wardens on the foot print and the ECC. 

o CCTV will be used in the ECC to monitor the footprint by use of 28 cameras. 



Safety Audit 

o A safety audit of the NMF footprint takes place every year and involves walking through a 

physical environment, evaluating how safe it feels, identifying ways to make the space safer, 

and effecting those changes. It often involves surveys or self-assessment by attendees 

during an event. Key areas that are looked at include: 

o Lighting level 
o Clear signage - navigation of area and emergency contact point 
o Audibility of calls for help 
o Security/police presence 
o Strategies to deal with unsafe behaviour 
o Entrapment sites - escape routes and obstacles 
o Appearance - vandalism etc. 
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ultimately l:ienefit all Canl:ierrans. 
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-an event-friendly.city now and' into th·e future. 

Strategy is a,blue!)rint for enhancing and 

develo"jj ing our ci ty 's existing"majo~ events, 

while also !)lacing~greate~ importance on ttie 

ac!l~ of new and·exclusive maj 



VISION: 
TO HAVE CANBERRA 
RECOGNISED AS A 

WORLD-CLASS EVENTS 
DESTINATION. ONE 

WHOSE EVENTS REFLECT 
THE CITY"S ESSENCE 
AND PERSONALITY. 



• 

Our aim is to build on our position as 
an event- friendly city and to reinvent 
and grow our portfolio of aspirational 
and distinctive major events. 

These events will be key to growing the value 
of the vi sitor economy, as well as promoting ' t & 
Canberra as a vibrant, dynamic, creative and ; Hlu 
inclusive city for people to work, live, visit, ,,·/''i 

study and invest. ,4;;1F-, 

A STRATEGIC APPROACH 
WILL ENSURE A CLEAR 
PATH TO MAXIMISING 

OPPORTUNITIES, 
DELIVERING POSITIVE 
OUTCOMES FOR THE 

VISITOR ECONOMY AND 
CREATING LASTING 

BENEFITS TO THE ACT. 

In supporting the vision and aim, 
the objectives of the Major Events 
Strategy for the ACT are to: 

1. Bring to life the essence of Brand 
Canberra: ensuring major events 

are confident, bold and ready and 

enhancing the appeal and reputation 

of Canberra as an innovation city, a 

creative city and an ar ts city. 

Create social and community benefits: ·-,\ 

~-· t contributing to the vibrancy and 
~ . 

1 ,liveability· of the city by bringing 

'social wellbeing . . ;:.~ i·'i:.-:~::; _ ,Ill~ 
.. . . •jt-· ·. ~ - .• 

3. Grow the value of the visitor E:conomy: 
contributing to overnight expenditure 

and enabling the ACT to reach its 

Tourism 202.0, target of $2.5 billion in 
r overnight exR~ diture. . 

.11 ,--. ' .;l~"':'~;p.· 

':}'r , ,. Ensure positive legacies for the city;# 

[t_. · ·: :.> enabling lasting economic, soc!a}.>n•d 
[IJ , cultural benefit s. utilising existing 

•i- r::~assets and infrastructure, attracting new 
·. ·• ·' ·• investment and establi shing Canberra's 

reputation as a world -class events 

destinat ion . 

5. Establish support structures 
for major event organisers: 

to enable event development and 
se lf -sustainable growth, reducing 

the long -term reliance on ACT 

Government funding . 

The ACT Visitor Economy encompasses 
a range of industry sectors that provide 
goods and services to people visiting 
the city for a range of purposes which 

• 9lnclude (but are not limited to I ~~ii~}~, 
, A!.9, see relatives and friends, for bu's_iness 

(including conventions and confereJkes), 
to attend events, education a'~ ~-
employment. ¥. . :,. ••' ,~, 



MAJOR EVENTS STRATEGY FOR THE ACT 

. : . ~~ 

Delivery of the Major Events Strategy for the ACT and it~k~y objectives will require a co:ordiria,ted and ( 
' collaborative approach with both government and wider industrv'"stak~holders. Our ,str~t~gy_,~iU focus on . 

• • • . ·~· . .. ,·.. ;,· ·.,··--:·•i/·;:;.·•1,,,~~••:•··-,~.~•-·~----,.-·;·,·· • · .,..-:::) ···;t.,,..,, .. lr, .. ,. 

f1vekeypnont1es· · , ,, . ,,.v"' ·: •, .: · · °'· ···.· ··:· · .• ·.· ,~._ 

· •. , ·.•,.::,, 1.-:· • ." • . , •• ,_ ·-, _,.-:~:. _ ,.),.:._:jf:~t-:.,,);:; .. :._/.,;:0 .... •<e_'.~--, __ ,_· ·>.<·:t< .. '._·a ~ .Cree:1!e·· the righ,_ ~nvironment,'1'~th:· ···?· Jft'.t~c_r~~t~ · ~;pQft!~l_io of i maj~f: ev~_nts that 
.V .. the rig~t _s!ructure and resources, . ~ have strong.13u_d1_ence,.appeal ~nd that 

T~ eri~~;; t a~-berra is com~etitively positione~~ 1~::_\:} :·iJtY} ,! ,rtf~~-! ;,~2~..!ifT{ ~rl~-,~t~t!f1~~:lJtes 
successfully reinvent and.grow our major events •'~· '°?~ :-,f..-:;~.··r To ensure a diverse portfolio ofappealing major events 
?ffering w.~v:,ill: _,: ;• -- ' : ., rt;t?t th~t iey~rage Canbefi-a's unique ~t!ri_~~!e~'. .~atural 

• Revie; ~xisting organisational structures>, / .- ;,}'}'.:\ adv: ?? g~s ~?:t~t?.s visitatip~ ~.~_t\Lk)( 
prog~ams _a_nd funding arran-gements for m~jor : ··"·;, ·' - -:- •.:' Develop a Major Events Calendar for. Canberra that 
~~ents withi_n the ACT Government This will · / . . . -¾\" '' ·,- ,, . includes a diverse portfolio of b_oth Tier f anchor 
e~sure we are competitively positioned to develop events [e.g. Floriadel and Tier 2 one-off major events 

• - a~d P.romote major events in the ACT. [e.g. One Day lnternational.~ricket _r,.;·atchl featuring 

- • Adopt a standardised approach to major event ' - our national attractions and cultural institutions, 
• consideration and assessment across the ACT our ~easonal climate and natural 'op~,i '.spaces, and 

•; .•.: . ·. . 

· Government and ensure processes are easily diverse range of experiences so dose_ together. 

und~rsto~i . · . · • Implement dedic~ted market i~~ a;;/ pi~motional 
• Establish a framework that permits multHear . activity around both the calendar itself, as well as 

agreements for permits/licences and funding. . its key co~siitu~nt_ events. The calen\Jar-will be a 
- ·· · · · · · · · · - · · valuable resource to assist locals and visitors with 

• Explore the feasibility of ex_ternal event delivery · · ~ . -· • · · • 
. and commercialisation of some of the ACT"s _ .-,. holiday and leisure planning, drive_~v~n\~t~endances 

;, . :.. - . ' . . . . . . ' ' < ' .... ' ': > -.,; ,,,,. '; and enC()Urage_ repeat visitation_to _Canberra . 

(:i-'·_::, .... · :·: ::w[ ejf r~r~~~:: ven~\ .? .·. · .••. _ . : ;_ O:~tJ ~1{j;i~'~';; . J.i~t~itJ;.r:~tt{ -. · \,~:}~::{~:t)} 
\r1 .. r,~.\ A ,, ~reat~ a coordinated app_r~a~h)~ , ?~\.~ ~-,;,A ;,,c~-~~i.~~-!;~ll_~ffil':~~~ft, -(.")1?.~~\g~rc!:nd 
,,,- _: · .U, 'involving both governmenfand ,,,. __ . ,., ''" ,,;~ •review success,;,: ·· ,,,,.,,:,,,\-, · ..,._,.,.,.,,; · 

[;;)'.:;' ,,,, < _ • l Es~~b. __ l1 ~_r:~~ l~~u~,try_-w1de., ~aJ?~-~Y~t tJ.JSf<t?) :~:;f:.ff;:.: \ to_tj~t~rmine_ the ~?,list1c performance of aU maJor 
" • - . Advisory.Group; ch.aired by the ACT :·.-:,'., •_'.'.) · \ '~'•"-:C.t•,;; · events; Consistency between event evaluatwns will 

r\~1.:~<'~jL·-,~.f :¥f~i~~~i!}0;,:;~t~rf~ -in,d_~~~ri1 ~~fi~}2:.:<~t.;;~ ~JJ~~,\o'./i~~~:~Jr,it~Pirl:t~)~~~~r:5R-.~ f~i-~_~Aqg,Rol . 
increa,se p~_rt1c1pat1on in maJo~ events ana"~- · · · · ' -· :-. • Develop a low-cost, simple to administer event 

commit to promoting Canberra as an event- evaluation toolkit' for all major event org~nisers. 
friendly destination . ·· '· . · · ·· · · · .-

. · • Develop a consistent methodology framework for all 
• Work in collaboration with all relevant third-party_ evaluations undertaken for major events. 

stakeholders to ease regulatory burdens - •: · · · _ . .-

and remove unnecessary red tape for major ·• · Ensure access to the right event 
event organisers. · - -venues wi_th the right services 

• Develop transparent and consistent systems 
for major event identification, se lection, 
measurement and evaluation - ensuri ng the 
ACT Government's vision to have Canberra 
recognised as a world-class events destination 
remains central. 

To ensure the ACT has the right major event 
infrastructure capabilities we will: 

• Undertake a comprehensive venue audit and identify 
opportunities for future development of ACT major 
event infrastructure. 

,.,, .•, - . ) 
,- -,~ . ~ ·. , . . ' 
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• 1, .., ·- · • · r!"i .• -- . 



THE ACT GOVERNMENT IS COMM ITTED 
TO A ONE -CITY APPROACH AND WILL 
PROMOTE CANBERRA AS A WORLD-CLASS 
MAJOR EVENTS DESTI NATI ON. 

ONE CITY APPROACH 

EVENT-FRIENDLY CITY 

The ACT Government is committed to 

working in partnership with industry 

to streng then our posit ion as an event

friendly city. 

The ACT Government has already 

commi tt ed to establish ing a new 

Canberra Arts Biennial event and a new 

festival that will showcase Canberra·s 

world leading innovation network and 

cu ltural and creative industries. 

Enterprise Canberra, on behalf of 

the ACT Government, is committed to 

bui lding and nurtu r ing Canberra·s major 

event ca lendar through event att raction, 

acquisition, development and promotion. 

This includes the management of major 

event fund ing applications and assessment 

processes, in addition to targeted 

funding programs designed to meet the 

requ irements of particu lar sectors. 

Through Access Canberra, government 

agencies work together through a central 

contact point to assist event organisers in 

gaini ng their necessary event approvals. 

Access Canberra is the channel to secure 

permits, approva ls and licences to stage 

even ts. 

It is importan t that major events and their 

associated benefi ts are acknowledged 

and supported by all government agencies 

in a cohesive manner. Access Canberra·s 

Event Approval Team wi ll take a lead role 

in ass ist ing event orga nisers and providing 

them wi th a coordi nated experience for 

liaison and referral across government. 

WE WILL CONTINUE 
TO DEVELOP A WHOLE 

OF GOVERNMENT 
APPROACH TO EVENT 

FACILITATION AND 
SUPPORT. 



The Major 
Events Strategy 
supports the 
ACT Government's 
Strategic Priorities by: 

• Growing the visitor 
economy 

• Creating social and 
community benefits 
through enhanced 
liveability and social 
inclusion 

• Ensuring positive 
legacies for the city 
through urban renewal 
and better transport 

• Continuing to support 

a healthy and active 

community 

Figure 1. 
Canberra: an 
event-friendly city 
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ACT EVENTS POLICY 

The ACT Events Policy currently 

in development provides· an 

overarching whole-of-government 

framework for realising the 

full potential of Canberra·s 

events sector - covering events 

managed and delivered by the 

ACT Government, along with those 

events operated or owned by 

community groups, commercial 

event organisers and associations. 

It is underpinned by key guiding 

principles that outline priorities for 

event investment and development, 

including events that grow the 

ACT economy, events that deliver 

strong social and community 

benefits, and events that enhance 

recognition of Canberra·s vibrancy 

and liveability. In maximising 

the associated benefits for the 

Canberra region and strengthening 

our position as an event friendly 

city, there is also a clear focus on 

developing a whole-of-government 

approach to event facilitation and 

support. 

. CLASSIFYING EVENTS 

- A key area of focus of the Major Event 

Strategy for the ACT is to identify 

major events that will del iver the 

greatest return on investment and/or 

make the greatest contribution to the 

Canberra brand and ACT community. 

The term 'major event' is a 

classification given to events that 

generate significant , immediate 

and long-term econom ic, social and 

cultural benefits to a destination. 

As shown in Figure 2, major events 

form part of the ACT's event portfolio, 

along with global, regional and local/ 
community events. 

Regular anchor and one-off feature 

events are held throughout the 

year, with these events catering to 

different audiences and meeting 

different objectives. Although 

Canberra does not have the 
necessary infrastructure tb host • 

some global events in their ~ntirety, 

such as an Olymp(c ~~r:!:l.es,)t .ha_s ~-
demonstrated its capacity to deliver 

smaller-scale components of a 

global event, when it is shared across 

cities. The AFC Asian Cup football 

tournament in January 2015 is an 

excellent example. For this reason 

global events have been included in 

the city's event portfolio . 

Regiona l, local and community 

events as well as conferences and 

business events are recognised as 

important contributors to the ACT. 
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.• Major ev~nJ,s" are classifi!d·in, ~ . 

·· the following way:~~ -

. ~' t ,.~45~-~-
• Tr er 1: Reg ula r, Anchor:·Events 

- these aref ~ ririg events 
that generate significant return 

on investmrn tPand visitation 

outcomes.fExrm ples include 
j; r:: 

Floriade and tSummernats. 
, . 4 . 

These events are automatically 
associate'd ~ -ith the destination 

[in the sl in~ wa/ that the Elvis .·· 
. !'ft r . t, . ·' • 

Fest1val i1 shassoc1atep wrth P~rk~s· 
and the Yiyid Festival with Sydney). 

{"i-~ '•-:.._;.: ... :- ·;,-· ··-.: ..... 

• Tier 2: ~R~-off Majo~ v~.\ll;.. 
- thes:,;. re o~e-of~,featu_re ·, · 

events~ .t ge~erat~ si_g,nificant 
media ,,coverage and raise brand ... . . 
awarer,ess. An example includes 

a One :o!Y lnternationa1 cricket 
matc JlThese events d1 ive 

visitati: ~ but to a lessf r extent 

, than T~ r 1 ~vents ~~ drare n~t 
linkedt9r directly associated with 
the de~ tination . ,, · 

. . . . 'f . 
The ACT's major events portfolio 

needs to i nclude a combi~ation 

of both Tier 1 and Tier 2 events, 

carefully weighing the level of 

investment required with the .. 
economic, social and cultural 

outcomes that will be delivered . 

, ..... ) ~! 



MILESTONES AND 
TARGETS 

Major events will contribute to 
the visitor economy, ultimately 
helping to deliver the overarching 
ACT Tourism 2020 goal of 
growing overnight expenditure to 
$2.5 billion by December 2020. 
Major __ e_vents can also contribute 
to 'eri~anced brand awareness 
•_'T~.t-·~.--• .-

and '•appeal.which demonstrate 
.. ,· ,. IS': ...,_-J _.,_ -

an increased commitment 
,•--.·~.:,-·, 

towards-visitation. to Canberra 
,- --~' ~-- '· "Y.-l!"!·. -~. ·-:-- ; • 

as a resulf ,!!f_,atten2i_ng ,events . 

• 

\ ',; _' ·;.: ~:jJJtJ;·;~ :. 
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Figure 2. 
ACT Eve,nt 
Classi fication 

.,.. ........ -o-:P::-y-ra.7nid, 

ANCHOR EVENTS 
ARE SYNONYMOUS 

WITH THE 
DESTINATION . 

M~!JOR 

REGION~l! 

-····· ··············-.-
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TIER 1 

Regular anchor events 

• Anchor even ts, synonymous with Canberra 

• Recurring 

• Sign ificant economic ROI and vis itation 
ou tcomes 

• Social and community 

• Brand experience and appeal 

• Legacy 

'· ''-

J ruffle Festival 
'~ r· 
Young Cherry Festival 
'..,Jii!!Sii,;,' 
Canberra District Wine Harvest Festival 

'~~ 1· 

Major. tourism exhibitions 2: -,: 
(e.g. A History of the World in 100 Obj ects) · 

"!:. ·. 

Blockbuster. exhibitions (e g Masterpieces f{ om.:aris) . 
'"· .. _ 



CANBERRANS UNDERSTAND 
THAT MAJOR EVENTS NOT ONLY 

MAKE CANBERRA A BETTER 
PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK, BUT 
THEY BRING VISITORS WHO FILL 
UP HOTEL BEDS, EAT OUT, SHOP 
AND GENERALLY SPEND MONEY 

WITH ACT BUSINESSES. 
Repucom Commu nity Tracker [2015) 





A snapshot of recent and 
significant events 

• Centenary of Canberra 

• 2015 AFC Asian Cup football 
tournament 

• 2015 ICC Cricket World Cup 

• Blockbuster art and cultural 
exhibitions 

• Floriade and NightFest 

• Enlighten and Enlighten Night 
Noodle Markets . 

• Summernats 

• Kanga Cup 

• Commemorati_ve events, such as 
ANZAC Day and the Centenary of 
ANZAC 

• Canber~a Balloon Spectacular 

• Brumbies, Raiders, and GWS 
Giants games · 

• One Day lnternaUonal (ODIi 
cricket matches 

• National Multicultural Festival 

• National Folk Festival 

• Canberra Day celebrations 

• Black Opal Stakes 

• Skyfire 

• Symphony in the Park 

• Australian Running Festival 

SINCE 2010, 
MAJOR EVENTS 

SUPPORTED UNDER THE 
ACT GOVERNMENTS 

SPECIAL EVENT FUND 
HAVE ATTRACTED 

2.96 MILLION ATTENDEES 
AND GENERATED 
$636 MILLION IN 

ECONOMIC RETURN . 

The ACT has seen many changes over 
the last 10 years, including an increased 
appetite for major events and its 
demonstrated capacity to host these events. 
VisitCanberra has commissioned several 
studies into understanding major events as 
drivers of visitation, as well as the impact 
major events have on both community 
sentiment and the wider visitor economy. 

Research undertaken between 2010 and 
2015 1 shows that visitor perceptions of 
the ACT have shifted, and continue to shift 
positively. The ACT is increasingly being 

·'considered as a short-break destination 
. ' .,,, 
which offers variety, cultural shows and 
e·rii~rtainrnentCanberra now has a more 

:·desirable bra~d. while intent for attending 
major festivals and art exhibitions is 

~ gr~~)n'g. '. 
, .·r·:7:<·. . . . 
ACT community sentiment for major events 

•'_i s strong:)esearch into ·public support for 
events in .20152 shows· that: 

· · • . 93 per cent ofCa~berrans believe 
it is important for the ACT to host 
major sporting, arts and culture and 
community events. 

:,- '. 85 per cent of Canberrans believe 
~ , -major events _make the ACT a more 

. enjoyable place to live. 

• Approximately 80 per cent of 
·canberrans believe that major events 
help to enhance community spirit, 
pride and enjoyme_nt and that using 
taxpayer money to stage events in the 

, A,CT is reason~ble .· 

[As at 20 July 2017) 

Further research undertaken 
by Tourism Research Australia 
(20151 showed that major events 
were an important driver of 
tourism demand both nationally 
and for the ACT. Specifically, key 

findings of the study show: 

• Floriade and Floriade 
NightFest along with sport 
spectator events such as 
football and the ICC Cricket 
World Cup were identified as 

strong demand drivers as they 
had high rates of awareness 
and preference. 

• Participation sports events 
offer strong niche appeal, with 
participants willing to travel to 
attend an event. 

• · Autumn is the preferred 

season to travel to the ACT for 
most major events. 

• All major events need to 
be supported by strong 
awareness driving activity to 
stimulate overnight visitation 

from interstate and overseas 
attendees. 

1. Instinct and Reason, Canberra Perceptions Study 
20 10 and 2015 

2. Re pucom. Community Impact Tracker 2015 
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